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Abstract: We present one- and three-dimensionaI calcuIations of the motion of 
relativistic electrons under the influence of an intense, linearly polarized laser and a static 
magnetic field, where strong acceleration of electrons is obtained. The electron dynamics 
in the case of a focused laser beam are compared to that of a pure plane wave. The 
focused laser beam tends to eject the electron due to the strong transverse ponderomotive 
force. It is shown that by depressing the laser beam's central intensity the electron will 
remain within the focus. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, radically new methods for accelerating charged particles to 
high energies have been proposed. These methods have ranged from various kinds 
of plasma wave accelerators(l-4) to inverse free electron lasers.(5) Recently, the 
Free Wave Accelerator (FWA) was proposed(6-11) whereby a large net energy is 
imparted to electrons via the field of an extremely powerful laser whose intensity 
produces quiver energies significantly geater than the electron rest mass. 

This article discusses one- and three-dimensional calculations performed to 
evaluate implementation of the FWA scheme with available or anticipated high- 
brightness lasers. The emphasis is to understand the dynamics of an electron 
under the inff uence of a focused laser beam. We use one-dimensional calculations 
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to guide the development of, and provide a check for, a more complete description 
of the FWA in three-dimensions. 

We conclude that electrons can be accelerated to energies between 1 and 
10 GeV using currently planned lasers.( 12) 
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2. THE ONE-DIMENSIONAL FWA 

The formalism used in the current work follows’that of Hussein, Pato, and 
Kerman wherein equations of motion for an electron are derived from a 
dimensionless form of the Hamiltonian of a charged particle in a classical 
electromagnetic fieId with vector potential x, 

where t is the laboratory time in units of 2nc/l, the xi’s are the electron’s 
coordinates in units of 2nh, h is the laser wavelength, Pi’s are its components of 
canonical momentum in units of mc, yis the electron’s totaI energy normalized to 
the.electron rest energy, and the vector potential is in units of e/mc. 

For &e one-dimensional case, the laser’s vector potential is a wave traveling 
in the zdirection such that the only time-dependence is in the form @ = t - z and 
explicit spatial dependence is in z but will arise only if external fields are applied. 
In this case, the coordinate y and the canonical momenta Px and P, are constants 
of the motion and Hamilton’s equations result in 

Alternatively, with the change of .variables:- @ = t - z and u = y - Pz, Eq (3) can be 
rewritten as 

by solving Hamilton’s equations, 
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. We work with the light cone variable u = y - Pz since it is a & = - Ax(4)A 
U and 

4 
constant of the motion when there is no explicit z-dependence as is the case for a 
pure traveling wave. In the absence of external fields, u is given in terms of the 

conventional quantities p and y by u = y - m =  d z  . It is also 

interesting to note that $u,z,~)] can be taken as .a Hamiltonian whose generalized 
coordinate is u with canonical momentum z and where @ is time. 

I + P  

To illustrate this specific example, we chose a plane-wave laser pulse of 
duration 2, traveling in the z-direction, and linearly polarized with an electric 
vector in the x-direction: 

. : .  - 
Ax,lasr = a e-[(t-Z)/2~l2 COS (t-z) = a ei9/2~r cos 4) . 

If a laser pulse of such a form passes over an electron, then u is a constant of the 
motion [since Ax(+,z) has no z-dependence] and the energy of the electron will be 
unchanged as a result of Eq. (6). Figure 1 shows the numerical solution of the 
ordinary differential equations ms. (4491 for a = 3, z = 10, and yo = 10. 

If an external, uniform, finite-length magnetic field extending for distance Zm 

is added in the y-direction, as given by a vector potential 

so that the total vector potential acting on the electron is 
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then .A($,z) has an explicit z-dependence and u is no longer conserved. Then, it is 
Dossible for the electron to .have ,increased its energy &er the pulse has paksed. 
L 

aA; This is because we can arrange for - in Eq. (4) to be negative and thus for u to 
aZ . '  

become smaller so that y increases because u is small and in the denominator of 
Eq. (6). For the form of the vector potential given here and for initial energies that 
are relativistic, a strong magnetic field applied when @ = 0 such that b = a/zm is 
estimated to give a final electron energy of 
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Figure 1. The oscillatory motion of a relativistic electron under the influence of a4inearly 
polarized, plane-wave pulse,.traveling in the z-direction. The electron has y = 10 before 

. and after the pulse passes (shown at the top of the figure). The energy (y= Um2) and 
mechanical momentum of the electron, and its phase within the pulse (@ = t - z) are 
plotted vs the displacement in the z-direction. 

where yo is the electron’s initial energy. The presence of the pre-multiplying 
factor of yo raises the possibility of exponentially increasing the electron’s energy ‘ 

over subsequent passesthrough a vector potential of this form. 

Figure 2 shows the numerical solution for a = 3, z = 10, b = 5 x 10-4 
(corresponding to 6 Tesla), and yo = 10. As predicted, the final energy of the 
electron is y- = 1OOO. Figure 2 also indicates that the length of the accelerating 
region-the length over which the electron stays in phase and the laser field is 
sustained-is a substantial fraction of a meter, which is difficult to produce. 
Nevertheless, plane wavess.possess infinite power and a practical FWA will be 
constrained to a realistic laser size. ~ 
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Figure 2. Motion of a relativistic electron in the same pulse as in Fig. 1, except a uniform 
magnetic field is present over a short distance. After passing through the magnet, the 
motion of the electron is redirected along that of the laser pulse, enabling the electron to 
remain in phase with the wave over a long distance. The electron absorbs net energy 
until it dephases and the pulse passes. 



3. THE THREE-DIMENSIONAL FWA 

This section considers an FWA implemented in free space with a finite- 
powered laser and focusing beams satisfying Maxwell's equations in the paraxial 
approximation. Spatial gradients occur in the vector potential even in the absence 
of external applied fields, and the phase velocity of light near the focus is larger 
than c. The spatial gradients in this three-dimensional laser field can 
accelerate/decelerate and focus/defocus the electron beam. The changes in the 
laser's phase velocity can dephase the beam and the relativistic electron. 

These effects are studied here for the form x(@,?) = A,(x,y,z&) 2 . From 
Hamilton's equations, the equations of motion are expanded to become 

with 

If the vector potential of a focusing Gaussian beam is chosen, 

then the three-dimensional equations can be solved numerically for a = 3, f = 40, 
yo = 10 to give the energy and trajectory shown in Figure 3. In this calculation, the 
electron misses the focus located at x = y = z = 0. This is due to the pondermotive 
force, which is proportional to the gradient of the square of the vector potential, 
ejecting the electron from the beam. To overcome this instability, we use a beam 
with depressed central intensity at focus. Figure 4 shows intensity versus radius in 
the x-y plane at z = 0 for such a beam compared to the previous Gaussian beam. 
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Figure 3. The 3-dimensional trajectory of an electron in a finiteduration, focused laser 
beam with a Gaussian spatial profile. it shows plots of total electron energy, and x- and y- 
displacements E z. Also shown schematically are the dimensions of the focus. Note the 
scales of the x- and y-axes are different. The electron does not pass through the strong 
fields at the focus since the ponderornotive force (the gradient of the intensity) of the 
Gaussian profile causes it to miss the focus in the y-dhension. 

The vector potential for this beam is 



. x {exdi 603 + e12 (2 x2 - I) exdi 3 {(z)]) j ;  (12) 

where wo = 5n f is the diameter at the beam waist, f ii an f-number, ZR = 9 , 
2 

w(z) = wo iw , R(z) = z + %= z w2 , and 6(z) = tan-' z . In the 

example of Figure 4 yo = 10, f = 40, aO,O = -3 and a02 =-6 with all other 
coefficients zero. The trajectory of the electron is calculated for this laser beam 
and, as shown in Figure 5, passes within the focus. Also, the electron emerges 
from the focus with substantially more energy, ym = 100. If a magnet with 
b = a/zm is placed at z = 0, then y.. = 550 (see Fig. 6), which is within a factor of 
two of that possible for the one-dimensional case with equal central field strength. 
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In the final configuration, the electron is injected into the side of the laser 
bem, steered parallel to the beam by an injection magnet, and then rephased by 
an FWA magnet after the focus. In this case yo = 10, f = 40, aO,O = -10, and a02 = 
20 and the final energy is ym = 20,000. 
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Figure 4. The intensity (square of the vector potential) profile of the laser beam used to 
obtain the trajectories of Fig. 5. The depressed central intensity causes the electron to be 
guided through the central region of the focus thereby allowing the electron to pass 
through stronger laser fields than for the case of Fig. 3. 
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Figure 5. The trajectory for an electron with the same initial conditions as Fig. 3, but with 
the depressed central intensity of Fig. 4. The electron passes through the focus and 
views its strong fields. Note also that the electron emerges from the focus with a gain in 
energy. An electron can gain or lose energy depending upoh its initial conditions. 
. r  
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Figure 6. The same electron and laser beam as in Fig. 5, but with a magnetic field 
imposed in a manner similar to that for Fig. 2. The electron emerges with an energy 
within a factor of two of that for the plane-wave case. 
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4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS I 

. We examined the dynamics of a single relativistic electron in intense planar 
and focusing electromagnetic fields. A simple prediction for the'energy gain in the 
one-dimensional case is verified by calculation. Three-dimensional calculations 
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for the case of a focusing laser beam show that electron energies up to about 10 
GeV are achievable using high intensity lasers currently under construction. 
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